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W.O.X. - WORLD OF XOOPS #12 (September 2008)
Another month, and another issue of the WOX (World of XOOPS) Newsletter (see
here previous versions). We are glad that you enjoy reading this newsletter and we appreciate
your feedback!
Month of August was a very busy month for us - with new XOOPS 2.3 RC2 being released, and
with work on the new Theme Gallery. But we also got great news with XOOPS being the finalist
of Best PHP Open Source CMS. And we've got more modules and themes being released
showing the creativity of the community, and we've seen more and more Websites around the
world successfully utilizing XOOPS.
XOOPS 2.3 release is coming soon (hopefully in September). This is the release that
XOOPS users have been waiting for, as it will finally merge the two branches 2.0.x and
2.2.x! There are also tons of improvements, for example:
- the Admin themes are now modular
- new Extended DHTML editor as default
- new modules: Extended User Profile and Private Messages
Check out the latest Release Candidate 2.
And please help us with testing and debugging, especially with the upgrade
scripts, so we can make sure that there are no bugs in the final release.
In the meantime, we are still focusing on Marketing campaign preparation for the
XOOPS 2.3 Release via a Competition for XOOPS 2.3 Marketing Materials. Check out
the idea for our new Video promo - help us in making it a great one!

XOOPS in Finals for Best PHP Open Source CMS!!!! Yes, XOOPS is on the roll - this is
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the second time this year that XOOPS got into finals of a major Open Source

competition, the first being for "Best Open Source Project" on Source Forge Community

Awards. The voting is open, and we need your vote, so please VOTE TODAY!!! Click

here to vote for XOOPS
We continue with the XOOPS Innovation Award - for people who create something
very unique and innovative for XOOPS. This time the award goes to Herve Thouzard
(hervet) from Instant Zero for his awesome OlÃ©drion eCommerce module, and to Jerry
Pfeiffer (tank1955) for his cool Video Tube module.
The "XOOPSer of the Month" is given to XOOPS members who show extraordinary
dedication to XOOPS, and go the extra mile for XOOPS. This month we would like to
recognize two community members: Stefan Zagorchev (Stefan88) for his continues
support of XOOPS users, and to Marc Desrousseaux (Marco) for his support and for
testing/debugging of XOOPS 2.3.

Summary
New XOOPS developments
XOOPSer of the Month
XOOPS Innovation Awards
New / Updated Modules
New Hacks
Security Issues/Alerts
YAXS - Sites Using Xoops!
Tutorials/Add-ons
New/Updated Themes
News from around the World
Xoops International Support Sites
How to contribute

We continue to execute on our Plans for 2008. We'll need all the help from the whole XOOPS
Community to make the 2008 Plans reality. But we are confident that together, we'll be able to
make it. Remember - XOOPS is powered by YOU!!!!
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01. New XOOPS developments
Vote for XOOPS for Best PHP Open Source CMS @ Pact Publishing CMS Awards
Release of XOOPS 2.3.0 RC2
Release of XOOPS 2.0.18.2 Final
New Module Logo design for XOOPS 2.3
All Instant Zero modules are Xoops 2.3 compatibles
Ideas for XOOPS 2.3 Promo Video
Competition for XOOPS 2.3 Marketing Materials
Joomla is looking to XOOPS
Changes to the XOOPS Website
XOOPS is Finalist for Best Project @ SourceForge 2008 Community Choice Awards
Current Releases

XOOPS 2.3 RC2 released
XOOPS 2.0.18.2 Final released
XOOPS 2.2.6 RC released
XOOPS goes PHP5
Xoops documentation for developer

02. XOOPSers of the Month

Our "XOOPSer of the Month" Award is given to XOOPS members who show extraordinary
dedication to XOOPS, and go the extra mile for XOOPS. Sometimes they do something
spectacular, but most of the time they just do something everyday, but by doing it day-in and
day-out, they make a BIG DIFFERENCE in life of XOOPS community. And we thank them for
that!!!
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This month we would like to recognize Stefan Zagorchev (Stefan88) for his continues support
of XOOPS users. Stefan has been XOOPS Member since Sept. 2004, so it's 4 years this
month. During that time he's been always very helpful providing countless advise and support to
XOOPS Users. Sometimes the people who provide this kind of support are overlooked, but they
are the ones who keep the community going. We hear on so many occasions that the XOOPS
Community rocks because it is so helpful! It is thanks to people like Stefan that we have this
positive reputation, so this moth we would like to salute Stefan and all other people like him
supporting XOOPS!!! Thank you!!!!

Where are you from, and where do you live now?

I'm from Bulgaria and live in Sofia.
How long have you been programming?

I started when I was about 10 years old with BASIC and Assembler on Bulgarian made Apple II
clone.
What is your expertise?

IT.
What got you to XOOPS?

We needed a CMS software for a project back in 2004. So I tested most of the major CMS
systems at that time. We needed a secure and flexible system and XOOPS was one of the few
that offered this. The community was VERY helpful and that led to the final decision.
What do you like the most about XOOPS?

With XOOPS I can do almost anything I need to do. In short time. And the result is stable and
secure site. One thing I miss is speed.
In what area of XOOPS do you contribute and why?

Because the support I got in forums is what bring me to XOOPS, now I try to help others the
same way.
What is your major achievement in programming that you're most proud of?
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The next one
What are your hobbies, when you're not coding?

Movies and from last year photography. Also like to travel...
You favorite dish and drink?

Favorite dishes are too many
Bordeaux.

From the drinks I like cognac and French wines from

What about movies and music?

Movies are too many too. The music depends on the mood, but I really like Vaya Con Dios.
If you would have a chance for a 30 seconds commercial with a message to the world, what
would you say?

The world can be a very beautiful place, let's keep it that way
Who is the person that you would like to meet and why?

Don't know. But I would like to thank all the XOOPS developers and the community, who made
the system what it is.

02. XOOPSers of the Month 2
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This month we would also like to recognize Marc Desrousseaux (Marco) for his support and for
testing/debugging of XOOPS 2.3. Thank you!!!!

Where are you from, and where do you live now?

I'm originally from the South of France (Hautes-Alpes, in the French Alps), but now I'm living in
the North of France, in Lille (1hour from Paris by TGV , 1h20 from London by Eurostar).
How long have you been programming?

My first program was made with the BASIC language, on a Thomson MO5 in 1984, then TO7 /
TO7-70 and then Amstrad CPC6128. Then I came naturally to internet and PHP in 1998.
What is your expertise?

I work in the IT world as an IS Auditor in a major DIY company, making security, applications
and projects audits, and as well working on some IT governance issues. Besides that I'm also
co-founder of Instant Zero, so I like creating websites with XOOPS, creating XOOPS modules,
and helping our customers with their projects and the XOOPS Community via the Support
Forums (Xoops.org and XoopsFrance).
What got you to XOOPS?

I have created some websites, made with PHP and MySQL, after 1999, but I found less and
less time to devote to their maintenance. It was necessary to offer users more functionality, but I
needed more time for other activities. So I looked for other solutions. By accident, I found
XOOPS at the end of 2003. I can't remember how I came to XOOPS exactly, but probably
through a Boomtchak article, and I choose XOOPS instead of Spip. In early 2004 I registered on
XoopsFrance, and then on Xoops.org.
What do you like the most about XOOPS?

Its modularity, its ease of use, and its community. That's why I wrote the Xoops Manifesto some
months ago. I would like us to maintain these strengths that made XOOPS a success, promote
synergies through more team efforts, and to improve XOOPS so that it can better address
needs of professional Websites.
In what area of XOOPS do you contribute and why?
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Well, I started to help through the forums on the French Speaking Community,
aka XoopsFrance. I was also in charge of the module repository, and in parallel, I was helping
module developers in debugging their modules and translating their modules into French. I
helped Mith with maintaining of the module Dev.Xoops.org area. Then I decided to help in
debugging the new releases of Xoops Core after the 2.2 branch was declared as not
recommended. I released the Module QA Checklist, to help module developers to improve
quality of their modules. We will restart this effort in few weeks. I will also update the Xoops
TimeLine as soon as the 2.3 final will be released, as well as the Xoops Portfolio. Now I'm still
focusing on Core, since this is the area where we have a lot to do. I'm convinced that with this
new releases, XOOPS will attract again new developers and talented people. We have to
facilitate and prepare for that situation.
What is your major achievement in programming that you're most proud of?

The Instant Zero modules. We had and have a lot of fun with HervÃ© in dreaming-up and then
developing innovative solutions for our Clients and also the XOOPS Community. I will release
soon a new version of the GoogleMaps module : after having played with JS and the
GoogleMaps API, this new release will make a better use of the XOOPS API with some cool
new features.
What are your hobbies, when you're not coding?

Hiking, tripping, trekking, being with friends, making a press review with Google News.
You favorite dish and drink?

Dish and drink I don't know yet from around the world
What about movies and music?

I like movies with a strong ambient music and nice images, as Gladiator or the Thin Red Line.
Most of the time I go to see French comedy films. Regarding music, I do not have any
preferences, it can be very eclectic but has to incite to dance. When I was a student, I regularly
worked as a DJ spending some long nights spinning dance music. I also played 10 years piano
and clarinet.
If you could choose a place and time to live, what would it be and why?

I'm traveling around the world for my work (most of the time in the EU, Russia, China, Brazil),
and I like to visit several places, and to compare cultures to each others. I've no preference. But
during my trips, I take the opportunity to meet other XOOPSers
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Who is the person that you would like to meet and why?

Some of the explorers of the North and South Pole, and historians who are specialists of the
Middle East area.

03. XOOPS Innovation Award

Our XOOPS Innovation Award is given to people who create something very unique and very
innovative for XOOPS! We are clear that XOOPS can only succeed, when we push the limits of
our creativity, imagination, and innovation to "infinity and beyond" . And therefore we would
like to recognize people who create this "WOW!" effect, when we see what they've
done. The XOOPS Innovation Award is not a monthly award, i.e. theoretically, there might be
a month where we won't give one, but we certainly hope that this will never happen

This month the award goes to Jerry Pfeiffer (tank1955) for his cool Video Tube module
Where are you from, and where do you live now?
Born, raised and still reside in Central Illinois, USA
How long have you been programming?
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Started programming in the early 1980â€™s so roughly itâ€™s been about 25 years
What is your expertise?

Although I love writing web-based software my real expertise is industrial controls and
automation.
What got you to XOOPS?

I stumbled across XOOPS when I was trying out all the different listings under CMS category in
Fantastico (through CPanel)
What do you like the most about XOOPS?

As far as the code, I believe the structure is designed in such a way that it promotes
developersâ€™ creativity. The possibilities are endless. But if I had to select just one thing I
would have to say it is the people that make up the XOOPS community. Everyone I have
encountered has been helpful and has made me feel very at home.
Why did you decide to develop Video Tube?

I guess I would have to use the old clichÃ© here, necessity is the mother of invention. One of
the sites I operate is a community website (Classy International) and the users wanted a way to
embed videos in their personal profile pages. After I wrote the code, the response was so
positive I decided to give making it a XOOPS module a try.
What you you major achievement in programming that you're most proud of?

Over my 35 year career in the electrical/electronics field there have been so many projects in
which I have been involved, it is very difficult to pick just one. Probably my most impressive
achievement was development of software to control 53 material-handling and spot-welding
robots to bring full automation with diagnostics to body shop fabrication for a major automobile
manufacturer.
What are your hobbies, when you're not coding?

Enjoy traveling and home remodeling/renovation.
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You favorite dish and drink?

My wife makes Lasagna like no other and like any good developer, that stays up coding â€˜til
the wee hours of the morning, I have got to have my coffee.
What about movies and music?

Love action movies. There is nothing like watching Chuck Norris walk into a bar with about 40
bikers and in the end Chuck is the only one left standing.
I enjoy any music that ROCKS. Nickelback, AC/DC. Ozzy, etc.
If you would have a chance for a 30 seconds commercial with a message to the world, what
would you say?

I think I would play a clip from the Montgomery Gentry video, You Do Your Thing â€¦ Iâ€™ll Do
Mine.
If you could choose a place and time to live, what would it be and why?

I canâ€™t think of any time in history that is more exciting than the present. The rapid
advancement of technology, conflicts and resolutions, living on the edge and wondering what
tomorrow is going to bring.

This month we would also like to recognize Herve Thouzard (hervet) from Instant Zero for his
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awesome OlÃ©drion eCommerce module. Herve is also the author of the best XOOPS module
for news (News), in addition to many other cool modules, and a big supporter of XOOPS for
years! Last month, Herve received "XOOPSer of the Month" (read his interview here) Award for
his dedication and endless support for XOOPS. Herve, you ROCK!!!

04. New/Updated Modules

UHQ-RadioBasic v1.01 Released
My Tabs 2.1
Classifieds 1.2 RC1 Released
OlÃ©drion version 1.63
Yogurt Social Network version 3.3 RC2
OlÃ©drion, a native e-Commerce module for XOOPS by Instant Zero
Netquery v4.13 Release
Article Management System (AMS) 2.50 Beta 2 Released !
CVD Releases Video Tube v1.63
Dr. Usage 2.07
All Instant-Zero modules are Xoops 2.3 compatibles
X-Forum 4.06 (final)
Video Tube Prepares For Version 1.7
Newbbex 1.5

05. New Hacks

XCGAL - Search Patch 1.0
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06. Security Issues/Alerts

Release of XOOPS 2.0.18.2 Final

07. YAXS, Sites using XOOPS

Gifts45.com got socialized
Foundation For Human and Humanitarian Rights - Lebanon
partner programm
Acida Software uses XOOPS again for its site
Adhi
System.ir Version 2 Released!
Chronolabs is Expanding
Theme Zenlike Xoops
New website from Bertholdo Consultoria
Bags of Books Launched
De Norske Snedkere

08. Tutorials/Add-ons
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New Tutorial for MyTabs 2.0
XOOPS Video Tutorials

09. New/Updated Themes

DF_reda Theme
Our New Theme Gallery ready for Final Testing
Wishtera theme
Two free themes from Brazil
Shallunge Theme
mygallery theme
Brazillian support new layout
Themes series Zeta
CitrusIsland Theme
Isometric Theme, the new version
2 new theme for xoops
Genericblue Theme, clean theme for XOOPS
Xonerol Theme V.2 with 5 differents colors
Blueland Theme V.1
EXM-based Admin Theme for XOOPS 2.3

10. News from around the World

Spanish Support:
- New Theme Bz_Sand/
- Mel Bezos presents XOOPS at the Tererife Lan Party
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11. Local supports

Arabic Support
Brazilian Support
Brazilian Support (ParanÃ¡)
Chinese Support
Croatian Support
Czech Support
Danish Support
Dutch Support
Francophone Support
German Support
Greek Support
Hungarian Support
Indonesian Support
Israel Support
Italian Support
Korean Support
Mexican Support
Norwegian Support
Nordic Support
Persian (Farsi) Support
Polish Support
Russian Support
Russian 2 Support
Spanish Support
Turkish Support
Vietnamese Support
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12. How to contribute

Bug report: http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=41586&atid=430840
Patch and enhancement: http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=41586&atid=430842
Feature requests: http://sourceforge.net/tracker/?group_id=41586&atid=430843
Release announcement: https://lists.sourceforge.net/lists/listinfo/xoops-announcement
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